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I was just thinking of dumb things my instructors taught me. I had one instructor who never 
practiced in real life—got a Master of Public Health and then a DDS degree. This person was 
the leader of our group and was supposed to teach us GP skills.

One older patient had large root decay; the pulp was clearly visible and bleeding with 
explorer touch. Decay removal into pulp clearly. Our instructor said, “Oh, let sleeping dogs lie,” 
and told me to bond composite over a bleeding pulp. Poor guy probably had this blow up on him 
sometime after. Dude was like 78 or something.

I learned absolutely nothing from this head instructor except to bow my head down and do 
as instructed. n

My favorite from school was that we were taught you had to put a ParaPost (cemented with 
zinc phosphate) in every canal on an endo tooth. Pretty silly putting three posts in a molar.

Close second: They taught us that if we etched dentin, the tooth was a goner. Had to metic-
ulously cover the dentin with Dycal or Vitrebond, then etch. And this was in the early ’90s; 
total-etch was a known technique at that time. n

Altered cast technique for mandibular distal extension partials. I was talking to my remov-
able lab guy a few months after dental school and he had never heard of anyone doing them. 
Pretty much said they were a dumb thing to do. n

“Composite is not strong enough for posterior fillings.” n

I loved it when, no matter what common sense said or the patient wanted, I ended up 
excavating decay on a bombed-out second molar to make sure that it was, indeed, nonrestorable. 
Then the patient had to come back for another appointment in oral surgery for an extraction. 
Just let me take the tooth out already. This patient has other teeth that can be saved, but not if 
we screw around spending two appointments on every nonsalvageable tooth.

I remember hearing that faculty practice at WVU when I was there was operating at 98% 
overhead. Yes, some of those instructors would starve in private practice. n

I had a patient who was there for a filling but was around three days overdue for perio 
maintenance. They made me send the patient home and reschedule for a perio maintenance 
appointment that was booked out like four weeks. God, I hated dental school. n

New patient appointment, week off while on specialty rotation, prophy appointment, 
week off for rotation, treatment planning appointment, week off for rotation, appointment for 
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treatment. This was the protocol, even if chief complaint was “I have a chip on #8 that I want 
to have fixed,” which the new-patient visit verified was the only treatment needed! Almost two 
months to get a chip fixed. Whew. Lost a lot of patients due to time because we had to follow 
that order. n

This reminds me of a clinical instructor I was showing my crown prep model to, to get 
approved before sending it to the lab, and he said, “That wouldn’t cut it in the real world.” This 
same instructor graduated from the same dental school and immediately got a job with the 
dental school as an instructor. Never practicing in the real world. n

Facebow is the main reason why dentists graduate hating removable. n

Nope. Denture patients are the main reason why dentists hate removable. n

Ha-ha—no way! They start off sweet bringing cookies and stuff and then, 24 appointments 
later and going through a frustrating facebow appointment, they turn into “denture patients.” n

Posts like this make me feel so sad that so many people had such negative experiences. There 
are many of us in the trenches teaching in dental school who truly love to be educators. And 
many of us practiced for several years but had to leave full-time practice due to disabilities. The 
biggest problem we are facing in the dental schools is recruitment of new faculty because so 
many people did have negative experiences and won’t set foot in a dental school again because 
they are hanging onto that negativity. 

Schools are so short on faculty that they almost have to hire anyone who applies because 
there aren’t many who do apply. Look, the salary is not the highest, and with people coming 
out owing more and more student loans, people can’t afford to become an educator even if they 
might want to be. Are there lots of people in dental education who shouldn’t be there? Yes. But 
don’t paint us all with such a broad brush. Some of us do truly care about our students and want 
to do our best for them. n

“Extension for prevention.” “Go up the cusp, into the grooves to ensure smooth margins” in 
reference to cavity preps. We could not get credit for amalgam restorations that we had placed 
if we didn’t get the patient to come back 24 hours after placement to allow us to polish the 
restoration.

All of the crowns I prepped were PFM. Didn’t learn about E.max, zirconia, etc. I never 
completed molar endo on an actual patient in school. Our perio department was a bust. Will 
think of more and post. n

I was one of those who swore he’d never set foot in dental school again. It really was that bad 
a few decades ago. We’re not making that up.

Now I’m teaching a couple of days a week in the preclinical simulation clinic, teaching 
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young pups how to cut plastic teeth. It’s a hoot! Perhaps it’s just this school, but the vast majority 
of full-time and adjunct faculty are really great.

One thing that I’ve learned, having done this gig for three years, is that we’re not teaching 
them “real-world dentistry” much of the time. We’re teaching them how to pass a board exam, 
and there’s a big difference. It sounds silly, but face it: Without a license in hand, all of the wis-
dom that we would love to pass on to them is for naught. Until dental boards stop demanding 
GV Black prep designs, the teaching cannot change. That’s my read on it. Thankfully, the smart 
ones know the difference and learn more than how to pass tests. n

This! Had a teenager who came in for sealants. The instructor wouldn’t let me place them 
because I did not have mounted models. Made me take impressions and a facebow to mount, 
before placing the sealants. Thirty-minute appointment turned into a two-hour ordeal. n

I had an instructor make me debride and remove calculus from eight teeth with advanced 
mobility before removing them for an immediate denture. Honest to God. I had to numb the 
guy just to do that because they were so uncomfortable and then bring him back on a separate 
day to extract the teeth. To this day that is easily one of the most moronic, idiotic things I’ve 
ever had foisted on me.
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Going into dental school I was a sort of normal 26-year-old with a few years of actual 
real-world work experience and a pretty healthy positive attitude. Four years later I was a largely 
neurotic 30-year-old who now looked at pretty much everything from the point of view of, 
“How many ways can this bite me in the ass?” n

When I graduated in 1995, it was a good edumacation. But the systems were a mess. Only 
a small percentage graduated on time. And that really angered those of us who had to report 
back after graduation. I don’t know the current state of things, but know those faulty systems 
that forced so many of us back into the clinic postgraduation has cost them a lot of money in 
alum donations. I’ve given zero, specifically recalling the bitterness I felt at that time. Dumb. n

I think undergrad ortho at Tufts in the ’90s was specifically intended to scare GPs out of 
doing ortho. What a complete waste of time that all was! I was a year ahead of you, D93.

I do think they did a good job getting us ready for prosthetics—sucked waxing all those 
cases up and stacking porcelain, but learned a ton working with the lab tech (Tom, I think?) 
about crown and bridge. Could have done without the fact that they didn’t have enough chairs 
for the number of students in the class. Wait list to get a chair? n

Our school told us that they were transitioning to e-books and we had to buy all our books 
on DVD. Fine. It was $5K. Everyone thought it was a one-time purchase. I mean, if you buy a 
book, it’s yours, right? Well, turns out it was for every year, so we spent $20K on just books and 
paid for the same books four times because it was a “rental” of the license for the book. Also, 
everyone hated the app, so bought regular books, too, so we paid even more for books.

I remembered that they said we would get lifetime access to our books after graduation. I 
just sent them an email to see how I can get access. n

My wife went to medical school at the same university as I did. We had our basic sciences in 
their building, and we observed that after their first two years they were treated as colleagues, 
rather than like crap, as we were in dental school. Very few instructors were interested in fur-
thering our careers. Ironically, one of the board examiners gave us career advice when grading 
our section. That was the best advice I’d received in four years of dental school. I still have 
nightmares of not having all of my crown and bridge credits in time for graduation. Thirty-
seven years later. I live in the same area as the dental school, but I have not been in the building 
in all these years because of the trauma visited upon me! n

Share your dental school woes online!
Townies sure did have a lot to say about some of the “advice” they 
received while they were in dental school. While some was good, it 
seems as if many people didn’t take most of it to heart—for good 
reason. If you’d like to read the rest or weigh in with your dental 
school pearls, go to dentaltown.com/magazine and find it among this 
month’s featured message boards.
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